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Seyyum in fact did send troops through under Dedjaz-
match Gabre Heyot and a Fitorari, (Gabre Heyot was a
celebrated Ethiopian machine-gunner who led many daring
raids in the Tembien). On January 2 they reported they
had cleaned out a little post south of the Abaro Pass in
Geralta and that Gabre Heyot had taken two more machine-
guns with ammunition. Five days later Seyyum, following
through with his main force, had taken all Southern
Tembien and a tank from the enemy.
He was at this time making the greatest strategical
mistake of the war ; due in the main to the fact that the
great dumb Ethiopian mass of fighting men were now as-
sembled in his rear and clogging his movements to left or right.
Seyyum* s duty at this moment was not to penetrate an
obvious void, not to worry himself in such a local way
with the position of Makalle. He should have moved
north. But Makalle was a question of honour to the
Ethiopian governing class, to the Emperor and his northern
Ras ; and to his Belgian military advisers who had never
seen the Tigre or an Ethiopian army in the field.
Never at this period did the Ethiopians under Seyyum
and Kassa attempt to attack the supply lines of the forces
to the north of them who would one day hem them in.
The whole mountain area north of the Tembien, whose
magnificent valley entrances from the Takkaze ran across
the revictualment of the Warieu pass, was never touched
again.
By the middle of January, Kassa too had moved forces
up to the eastern boundary of the Tembien south of Warieu,
thus pushing the Tigreans of Seyyurn more forcibly ahead.
Mulugeta had assembled most of his men on Amba
Aradam by the first week in January. He was in contact
with Kassa, Seyyum and Konovaloff, and agreed with them
that Makalle must be surrounded. For his part, he would
tackle the Doghea Pass, southernmost point of the Italian
advance below Makalle, commanding the caravan track to
the south and the alignment of Bietry's Imperial Road.
His patrols—for Mulugeta used patrols—had explored the
area as far as Shelikot.
He might have known, by the violent artillery bombard-
ment which greeted the bulk of his army when they arrived

